Helson and Lowdenslager extended the classical F. and M. Riesz theorem as follows:
THEOREM A (cf. [8], 8.2.3. Theorem) . Let G be a compact abelian group with ordered dual, i.e., there exists a semigroup P in G such that (i) P U (-P) = G and (ii) P D (-P) = {0}. Let /x be a measure in M (G) In [3] and [4] , Doss extended Theorem A for a LCA group. In general, however, the conclusion of Theorem C can not be strengthened to "/2,(0) = 0". Our purpose in this paper is to prove that an analogous result of Theorem C is satisfied for a LCA group with partially ordered dual. We state the main theorem of this paper.
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THEOREM B ([4], Lemma 1). Let G be a LCA group such that G is algebraically ordered, i.e., there exists a semigroup P in G such that (i) P U (-P) = G and (ii) P D (-P) = {0} (we do not assume the closedness of P). Let fi be a measure in M(G) such that (i(y)
-
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a LCA group and P a closed semigroup in G such that P U (-P) -G. Let [i be a measure in M P c(G). Then [i a and fi s belong to M pc (G).
COROLLARY. Let G be a LCA group and P a semigroup in G such that P U (~P) = G. Then the following are satisfied:
(I) for ju G M P (G), fi a and fi s belong to M P (G); (II) for ix G M P c(G), \i a and fx s belong to M P c(G).
Proof of Corollary. Since (II) is easily obtained from the Main Theorem, we only prove (I). We note the following:
Hence, by the Main Theorem and the fact that {y}i) a -Yju a , we obtain the corollary.
In §2, we prove Main Theorem for a a-compact metrizable locally compact abelian group by using the theory of disintegration. In §3 we prove the theorem for a general locally compact abelian group by using a certain lemma which is due to Pigno and Saeki ([7] , Lemma 4). The author would like to thank the referee for his valuable advice. 
a-
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma when /x has compact support, so we can assume 77 supported by K compact. Suppose {/"} C C 0 (G) is dense. Let e be a positive real number. Then for each n Lusin's theorem says x h-» X^(/ w ) is continuous on a compact subset E n of K with r\(K\E n ) < e/2 n . Weput£ = n™ =l E n . Then Eis compact, ij(K\E) < e 246 HIROSHI YAMAGUCHI and x H> A^(/ n ) is continuous on E for all n. .., = /* on Tr-^iV^X U^lji^) and = 0 on TT" 1^) . Then g is a Borel measurable function on G with 0 < g < 1 satisfying 1 -e < A i (g) and 8 x *m H (g) < e for all x G £ (x e w({x})). Thus ju 
Proof. Since Tr(fji) E M S (G/H), there exists a a-compact subset
Then /x is concentrated on 7r~\E). Therefore it is sufficient to prove that ir~\E) is a locally null set. For a compact set K in G, we have 
PROPERTY OF SOME FOURIER-STIELTJES TRANSFORMS
(3)||AJ|<1, (4) M(#) -IG/H^-X(S)^V(X) for each bounded Borel measurable function g on G, where r\ = ir{\ ju. |). Then the following is satisfied:
Proof. First we note (6) P + ACP.
For/ G L\G) with supp(/) C P, we have
J G/H
On the other hand, for y* E A, by (6), we have supp(/ y )CP, where
. Hence, by (7), we have
Since y^ is an arbitrary element in A, we have
Since Trig(G/H) is dense in L^TJ) and xv^X^f) is a bounded Borel measurable function, we have (9) M/) = 0 a.a. X(TJ) for/ E L ! (G) with supp(/) C P.
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Hence, for/ G L\G) with supp(/) C P, we have
On the other hand, since G is a-compact and metrizable, there exists a countable subset #= {/"} of L ! (P) = {/G £*((?); supp(/) C P} such that it is dense in L\P). By (10) Proof. Step
Since G is a-compact and metrizable, there exist open sets U n in G with compact closures such that U n C U n+l and U™ U n = G. Then, for each n G JV, there exists a countable set & n in C C (G) such that (6) supp(/) C U n for/ G & n , & n \ Un is dense in C c {U n ) with respect to the supremum norm. Now we put & -U^° & n . Then, by (6) , & is a countable dense subset of L\G). Put S M -ir-! ({i}) H £/ n and ^^ = {11 e Q^i})); supp( W )
1. & n \ s . is dense in B n ^. In fact, let u be a function in B n % and e a positive real number. By Tietze's extension theorem, there exists a bounded continuous function k n on G such that k n \? = w |« , where S n • is the closure of S n + in TT~\{X}) . We choose an open set J^ in G and a nonnegative continuous function /?" on G with the compact support such that V n CU n and supp(w)cF w , and II/JJIQO ^ 1. Put « w (x) = k n (x)p n (x). Then M W is a continuous function on G such that supp(w n ) C U n . Moreover, by the construction of u n , we have u n \ s^ = u\ s ^ Since & n \ a is dense in C c (U n ) 9 there exists a function/^ in S w such that \\f n \ u -u n \ u \\ 0Q <e.
Hence we have
<£.
Thus Claim is proved.
We return to the proof of Step 1. Let/be a function in L l (ir~x({x}) ) and e a positive real number. Since U™ S n ^ = ^({JC}), there exists a positive integer n such that /(^^-l/t^) | dm^y) < e/3. We can also 
\f(y) -g n (y)\dm,(y)
Thus Step 1 is proved. In order to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show that x H> X^(/) is a Borel measurable function for each/ E C 0 (G).
Step 2. For a nonnegative function / E C 0 (G), i h-> A^(/) is a Borel measurable function.
Let & be the countable subset of L\G) obtained in Step 1 and % a countable dense subset of C 0 (G). Then we have
We note that j^{^] ) g{z)h{z)dm^z) = j H g(x + y)h(x + y)dm H {y).
Hence, i h-> J v -\^J t^g (z)h(z)dm jt (z) is a continuous function on G/H.
Therefore, by (l)and (8), Step 2 is proved. By
Step 2,in A^(/) is a Borel measurable function for each bounded Borel measurable function / on G. This completes the proof. LEMMA 
Let G be a o-compact metrizable LCA group and P a closed semigroup in G such that P U (-P) = G. Let ju, be a measure in M pc {G). Then [i a and p s belong to M P c(G).
Proof. Put A = P D ( Let jS be the natural homomorphism from G onto G/A. Then j8(P) is a closed semigroup in G/A. We note that fi(P) induces a totally order on G/A, and moreover, /?(P) = {/?(y) G G/A; j8(y) > 0}. Hence, by (18) and Theorem B, we have xi-»A^(/) and ih^A^/) are Borel measurable functions for each bounded Borel measurable function/on G. Hence we can define measures ju, £ M(G) (i = 1,2,3) as follows: Proof. Put A = P(1 i~P), and let fi be the natural homomorphism from G onto G/A. Then ft(P) is a closed semigroup in G/A such that (i) P(P) U (-jB(P)) -G/A and (ii) jB(P) n (-fi(P)) -{0}. Hence, by ([8] , 8.1.5. Theorem), we have
where Z> is a discrete abelian group which is torsion-free. Put H = A ± . Then, by (3) , if is a a-compact closed subgroup of G. Since /x is regular, there exists a a-compact open subgroup G o of G such that supp(ju) C G o . We put G X -G Q + H. Then Gt is a a-compact open subgroup of G which satisfies (1) and (2) . This completes the proof. Proof. We may assume that P C G. Let G x be the a-compact open subgroup of G obtained in Lemma 3.1. Let m be the natural homomorphism from G onto G/Gf. Then, by (2) (G) . This completes the proof. Now we prove the main theorem of this paper. THEOREM 3.3 (Main Theorem) . Let G be a LCA group and P a closed semigroup in G such that P U (-P) -G. Let /x be a measure in M pc (G) . Put P r = P Pi F. Then P r is a closed semigroup in T such that P r U (-P r ) = T, and 7r(ju) belongs to Mp^G/r-1 ). Since G/T ± is metrizable, by (2) and Lemma 3.2, we have 7T(JLI^) = TT(IX) S G Mp^G/T" 1 ), so that #s(Yo) ~ *KMsMYo) = 0-Since y 0 is an arbitrary element in P, we have ju 5 G Mpc(G) . This completes the proof. 
Then [i a and n s belong to M P c(G).
Proof. It is sufficient to show that [i s G M pc (G)
.
